
Congratulations on your recent purchase of Stealth Shades! 

The Stealth Shades eyewear device is designed for stationary hunting, specifically wild turkey hunting.  

It is important to understand that this eyewear should never be used for the following purposes or 

under any of the following conditions.  See ∆ WARNING ∆ below. 

 

 

 

 

Directions for Use 

-We recommend using a sock style lanyard.  Several popular brands/companies provide camouflage eyeglass 

lanyards.  Simply attach these lanyards by sliding them over the temple tip or ear peace. 

-When traveling to and from your hunting spot the Stealth Shades eyewear can be hung on a lanyard around 

the neck inside your hunting jacket or detached in a pocket.  

-Once seated in your hunting spot, the Stealth Shades can be worn either inside or outside of a face mask, and 

used in conjunction with any type of hunting hat.  

∆ WARNING ∆ 

The STEALTH SHADES eyewear device is intended for seated, stationary hunting use only!   

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device while in an elevated platform. 

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device while walking, jogging or running. 

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device while operating any motorized vehicle or 

                    watercraft. 

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device while operating any self-propelled 

                    vehicles, including bicycles. 

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device in place of safety glasses. 

DO NOT use the Stealth Shades eyewear device while operating power tools. 

FAILURE to obey the above could result in death or serious injury. 

This sign does not cover all dangers that could happen while using this eyewear device. 

Please read “Directions for Use” before using this product. 

  

 



How STEALTH SHADES Work 

   Hunting situations that require the hunter to be in close proximity to wild game such as deer, turkey 

and coyote are very challenging.  Many times these animals become spooked or tipped off when eye contact is 

made, even when hunters have made an attempt to blend into their surroundings with camouflage hats and 

masks.  In any case, wild turkey can see a blinking eye at a great distance.  Therefore, when hunting any wild 

game at close range it is important to conceal and camouflage one’s eyes, as well as, one’s body in its entirety. 

    The horizontal apertures allow an uninhibited field of view of game animals without these game 

animals seeing your eyes or eye movement.  It works much the same as peering out of a dark closet into a 

lighted room. You can see everything without being seen. The vertical apertures are specially designed using 

hand held items such as hand calls. 

  Previous attempts at camouflage eyewear have seen limited success due to various drawbacks and 

limitations.  Stealth Shades was designed with these drawbacks in mind.  

 

 Advantages 

The Stealth Shades eyewear device includes, but is not limited to, the following advantages: 

• Stealth Shades reduce glare and reflected light that can make viewing game difficult, especially when 

taking that perfect shot. 

• Stealth Shades are a one-piece eyewear design that is made of a durable and flexible material which 

can withstand the rigors of hunting without getting damaged in the field like traditional sunglasses. 

• Stealth Shades do not require any specialized care, cleaning instructions, or require a case to keep 

them from being damaged or lenses scratched. 

• Stealth Shades cannot become fogged up like lensed eyewear, thus are able to be worn in conjunction 

with a facemask and hat. 

• Stealth Shades will not impair your distance vision, however, it may improve it.  Apertures have been 

used by competitive marksmen to improve their accuracy for many years.   

• Stealth Shades perform well in all light conditions from low light near dusk and dawn, to bright mid-

day sunlight and glare in snowy conditions. 

• The wrap around feature of Stealth Shades allows for unencumbered peripheral vision. 

• Stealth Shades are designed to accept popular tube or sock style lanyards. 

 

Find us on the web at www.stealthshadesusa.com. 

Stealth Shades eyewear are a product of Stealth Shades LLC. 


